PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to describe a HyperCard-based system for performing speech recognition research and to instruct Human Factors professionals on how to use the system to obtain detailed data about the user interface of a prototype speech recognition application. Figure 1 .
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Just like most speech recognizers, the Voice Navigator will allow a user to define a unique vocabulary, assign the computer action(s) to be associated with each vocabulary word, and record a personalized voice pattern for each word.
The Navigator goes a step farther than most recognizers, however, because it allows access to the various recognition parameters generated within the machine while it is in an operating mode. the word, the confidence score, the amplitude, and the elapsed time for the session (see Figure 2) A list of the recognized words was correlated with the elapsed times and compared to the videotape of the experiment, enabling researchers to easily classify each entry as a correct recognition or an error. Upon further analysis of the errors, it was found that the most common type of error occurred when the recognizer had inexplicably registered a command from the subject's conversational speech.
The confidence scores of the errors were analyzed and compared to those of the correct recognitions.
The patterns were very different. While almost all of the correct recognitions had scores above 70, the errors were scattered throughout the range of scores, indicating that the errors had occurred randomly.
The amplitudes of the errors were analyzed and compared to those of the correct recognitions to see if the errors were said more loudly or more quietly than commands.
No significant differences were found, which indicated that the errors were said just as loudly as the commands.
It should be notedthat the XCMDs havenot only beenuseful in collecting the databut are also helping to improve the interface itself. Becauseof the differencein confidencescore patterns between correct recognitions and errors,systemperformancehasbeenincreased by settinga confidencescorethresholdin the system(i.e., eachtime a word is recognized, the correspondingconfidencescore,which is generatedby the XCMD, is checkedand, if it is not 70 or above,the commandis ignored). With this thresholdin place,many errors are screened out while almostno correctrecognitions areaffected. A similar thresholdfor the amplitudecould havebeenput into placeif a differencein thepatternshadbeenfound.
The describedsystemhas beenbeneficial in studyingspeechcontrolfor spaceapplications, but it can also be employed in evaluating prototype interfaces in any of the leading speechrecognitionfields, including medicine, defense,products for the handicapped,and consumersystems.
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